Mr. Ryan’s Current Events Rubric
Grade
1  F
2   C
3   B
4   A



Summary
(Who, What, When, Where, How, Why, Quote)

1-2 Quality 6th Grade Paragraphs

4 or less journalistic questions are answered correctly. Reader has difficulty identifying most of the main points of the article Information from news article is not restated properly. Uses reporters' words as if they were their own. 


5 journalistic questions are answered correctly. Reader’s knowledge of main points of article is limited. Information from news article is put into student's own words as well as words from the news article. Summary may be a question and answer summary.

6 journalistic questions are answered correctly. Reader can identify most of the main points of the article. Summary proves that student read & understood the article.  Information from news article is put into student's own words and is clearly restated.  Summary flows smoothly. 6th grade paragraphs.


All 6 journalistic questions are answered correctly. Reader feels as though they have read the article themselves. Information from news article is put into student's own words. Summary clearly proves that student read & understood the article. A "quote" is incorporated from the article and is clearly restated, & used to further the summary and is clear to the reader to understand.   Summary flows smoothly. 6th grade paragraphs


Opinion
Admire
Effects You
Effects USA
Effects Others
Possible Solutions
1-2 Quality 6th Grade Paragraphs
There is no point of view or opinion expressed in detail or the point of view is NOT insightful. 

Point of view or opinion is only partially insightful and meaningful. Opinion was very general, with few specifics.  It is not a resummary.

Point of view or opinion reflects on connections to writer. Comments are insightful and meaningful. Explains what is the impact of the event. Not a resummary.  

Point of view or opinion reflects on relationship to the world, community and individual. Comments are insightful and meaningful.  Personal thoughts/opinions are shown.  Explains what is the impact of the event . 6th grade paragraphs & flows smoothly

Questions
2 thoughtful questions that as a reporter you would ask to gain deeper meaning or understanding
Did not create 2 questions or questions are general or were answered in the article.
Created two general questions that are not answered in the article.
Created two questions that minimally expand on the article.
Created 2 insightful and thoughtful questions that expands on the article or makes the reader think deeper or understand the article better.



Quality of Writing


Description makes no sense, multiple errors in grammar, spelling, punctuation, I cannot read or understand it  No Name on paper and or not typed.

Typed. Some sentences are incomplete, just a series of answered questions, some spelling errors, organization is muddled. Includes Name

Typed. Generally well-written in paragraph form, but there are a few errors in punctuation/ spelling or organization is a bit unclear . Includes Name

 Typed. Sentences are complete and in a coherent paragraph, grammar is excellent, no spelling errors, organization is clear - in short the piece is well-written. Includes Name
You MUST include an entire neat copy of your article, (no small summaries or copy/paste.)
You MUST type your current events (include name!).
You MUST have it handed in on time & completed properly
Articles must be of world significance: pop culture, simple crime/accidents & sports are not acceptable
If you do not complete these 4 MUSTS, you automatically FAIL.

 Summary Must Include in your own words:
1. •Who is the story about? 
2. •What happened in the story? 
3. •When did it take place? 
4. •Why is this important? 
5. •Where did it take place? 
6. •How did it happen? 
      7.   Quote used to prove important fact
For the opinion: You Can: (Always give support for your reason/opinion….the “why” you think that)
A. Write a paragraph discussing how you, the USA or others are affected by the topic of the article. 
B. Write a paragraph predicting how others will be affected in the future by the events in the article. 
C. Write a paragraph discussing a possible solution (that you think of) for a problem or conflict discussed in the article. 
D. Write a paragraph discussing someone that you admire from the article. (Be sure to tell “why” you admire him/her.)

